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Introduction
• News recommender systems = personalization to user interest or
attention. Danger: potential ﬁlter bubbles, threatening democracy.
• Models of democracy specify healthy democratic debate. News recommender system could support such (Helberger, 2019). New evaluation metrics with normative meaning by Vrijenhoek et. al. (2021).

ment evaluation metrics for news (comment) recommendation that are not only
valid and feasible, but
also carry some normative meaning.

Implementation
Five metrics in Vrijenhoek et. al. (2021):

• Calibration, Fragmentation –> less relevant (user data needed, less relevant to comments).
• Alternative Voices & Representation –> challenging to implement technically & conceptually.
• "Activation" –> relevant to comment debates and reasonably easy to implement
• But even activation has issues with validity and choices that inﬂuence outcome (which
method etc.)

Results

Tables 1 and 2 above show less activation for recommended comments than possible comments. Diﬀerent activation for user & editor recommendations.

Discussion

• Aim: “test-drive" one or more of these metrics to see whether feasible to implement.
The question we "test-drove":
• “How do diﬀerent manners of recommending user comments on a news
article aﬀect the recommendation set’s average activation scores?"

Method
Table from Vrijenhoek et. al. (2021): diﬀerent models of democracy require diﬀerent values of

Dataset: New York Times Comment dataset: 9.450 articles with 2.1+

the metrics

million comments, from 2017 & 2018.
Comment Recommendation Methods, picking top 3, 5, and 10 comments based on:
• user votes (“recommendations")
• editorial picks (“NYT picks")
Test+validation months: February 2017, February 2018. Activation
score of recommendations higher than of non-recommended comments?
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• Deliberative requires low aﬀect, Critical model requires high aﬀect.
• Methodological limitations and challenges. More careful analysis needed to actually conclude something on comments’ activation.
• This study does not measure the democratic value of or intent behind recommendations.
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